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Describing the reservoir from surface, while drilling: an integrated
approach to surface logging – Ana Girones
In recent years, the advances in surface logging detection tools and sensors have increased
accuracy of the data acquired by orders of magnitude. Reliability of certain sensing systems has
simply become a non-issue, together with computing capability and stability. With regards to
hydrocarbon detection and reservoir rock description, specific technology advances in depth of
investigation and novel procedural approaches to sampling systems are now a fact. A deeper
spectrum of hydrocarbons and laboratory-quality carbon isotopic data are now available from
advanced surface logging systems almost routinely. Rock cuttings analyses have brought to the field
instruments which in the past were confined to remote laboratories.
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A new concept has emerged thanks to this wider, robust data set. The idea of providing an
integrated reservoir rock and fluid analysis from data collected at surface, utilizing an array of tools
developed independently to solve specific formation evaluation issues: ultimately the drilling fluid
medium is delivering to surface a large amount of information, which is distributed among the
three phases: gases entrained in the mud, the mud itself, and rock cuttings. From the carbon
isotopic ratios of the light hydrocarbons, to the mud flow variations responding to formation
fractures; from the distribution of organic matter in the rock to the mineralogy changes within the
reservoir sequence, a complex, composite picture emerges that helps interpreters understanding
the characteristics of the reservoir while it is being drilled.
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This approach has helped obtaining results going significantly beyond the mere (but still crucial)
well drilling safety monitoring, enabling in turn to obtain information not only on the fluids present
but also on the source rock generating them, or to obtain an early indication on fluid type and
reservoir quality, as shown in the example cases presented.
There is at this point ample evidence that log data from surface logging datasets can be treated as
any other log. It can be used to integrate other formation evaluation tools in a composite analysis
and, since such data are available early and are relatively easy to obtain, they can be used to guide
or optimize further investigation tools.
Ana Girones is presenting on behalf of Gionata Ferroni.
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Repurposed Medical Fluorometers Provide a Fast and Low-Cost
Means to Quantify Oil Shows at the Wellsite – Mark Herkommer
It has long been the job of the wellsite geologist and mud logger to observe and record the
presence of oil shows in cuttings as they are recovered. This activity is inherently subjective
because the observations are made under ultra-violet light and described by colour and intensity,
which is generally correlated to API gravity. A fixed wavelength medical fluorometer can now be
used to measure excitation and emission wavelengths of fluorescing hydrocarbons cut by solvent
from rock samples. This works because the fluorescence analytical range for dyes used in DNA
analysis have a similar excitation range for hydrocarbon solvent cut. The solvent cut that was
qualitatively described by wellsite geologist now has a measured quantity. Such numerical
measurements are displayed as a track on the mud log and can be easily compared with other
datasets.

Mark Herkommer (presenter), Blake Smotherman, and Sachin Sharma
Excellence Logging
Conroe Technology Center
9780 Pozos Lane
Conroe, Texas 77303 USA
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Geospatial Navigation & Analysis –extra deep real-time
measurements allow mitigation of pilot holes in areas of seismic
uncertainty and allow mapping of reservoir architecture to
optimise well-placement & well-bore recovery – Jon Skillings
After extensive field testing Baker Hughes fully commercialised a new 6 ¾” Extra Deep Azimuthal
Resistivity tool, VisiTrak™, mid 2015 to navigate and map reservoir architecture in 8 ½” lateral
sections. In late 2016 a new 9 ½” VisiTrak™ tool was commercialised allowing the landing of 12 ¼”
sections in areas of seismic uncertainty without the requirement for costly pilot holes.
VisiTrak™ is an evolutionary leap forward based on a decade of reservoir navigation experience
using both omni-directional and azimuthal resistivity technologies. In ideal conditions, remote
boundaries can be detected up to 100 ft (30 m) from the borehole with azimuthal sensitivity.
This depth of detection provides a reservoir scale view, opening a new frontier in real-time wellbore placement and reservoir mapping by bringing reservoir navigation interpretation from bore
hole to seismic scale.
VisiTrak™ adds significant value by increasing production through optimized reservoir placement
and improving ultimate recovery through better understanding of reservoir architecture. It delivers
efficiency through reduction in costly pilot holes and non-planned geological side-tracks, as well as
increasing drilling efficiency with no ROP limitations.
The system is composed of two modules, a non-azimuthal transmitter module and a receiver
module which also contains a dedicated azimuthal transmitter device. The system operates at two
frequencies: 20 and 50 KHz. For each frequency, VisiTrak provides long spaced measurements of
phase difference and attenuation resistivities along with directional signal strength measurements
covering 360º around the borehole.
This paper will discuss the elements offered to provide our VisiTrak™ Geospatial Navigation &
Analysis Service - the downhole hardware, new reservoir navigation software & improved semiautomated inversion techniques along with real-time 3D visualisation of data to enhance
understanding.
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Joint development of 200C Triple Combo LWD tools – Grant Affleck

Weatherford will present the R & D steps and methodology employed in the development of a
200°C triple Combo ( Directional, Bore & Annular Pressure, Data Transmission, Gamma , Resistivity ,
Density and Neutron) LWD logging string, in cooperation with a Large multinational Oil
Company for work in the Gulf of Thailand. We will review the operational limits built into the
system and the conditional maintenance system developed to compliment the tools.
The operational record of the system, which was developed in 2 phases, will be discussed showing
how the phased development has led to stability in service delivery and outstanding performance
at extreme temperature, with a maximum temperature of 213°C / 415°F observed so far during
operations with all tools operational.

The HEX suite of HP/HT rated tools including directional, pressure, gamma ray, resistivity, density
and neutron.
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XBAT LWD Sonic Development and Applications – Arthur Walmsley

The XBAT LWD Sonic tool is the latest generation of BAT series Sonic tools which commenced with
commercialization of the original BAT Sonic in 1999. Since then many improvements have been
made to address some of the challenges associated with LWD acoustic logging. These
developments resulted in the subsequent QBAT and XBAT tool designs and additional sensor option
releases.
A brief overview of the XBAT tool design and features are discussed as well as a look at some
applications for the technology such as cased hole cement evaluation. Challenges around this
category of acoustic measurement related to data acquisition in deviated hole and anisotropic
formations are reviewed and a potential methodology for addressing this challenge is highlighted.
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Maximizing the value of core analysis programs: innovative
solutions to test cores fresh out of the barrel – Tanguy Lhomme
In this talk we describe how continuous, high resolution profiles of properties such as rock strength
ultrasonic velocity profiles, quantitative mineralogical fraction maps and porosity profiles could be
obtained from a series of measurements performed on fresh cores with the Epslog proprietary core
testing equipment (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Core Testing frame: The Wombat
We discuss why these measurements should be performed as early as possible in the context of a
core analysis program, and how they could be combined in order to reduce the uncertainty
inherent to the upscaling of properties measured on plug samples. To this end, we first present the
state of the art for the upscaling of rock properties measured on core samples.
We proceed with a review of some of the main sources of uncertainty pertaining to standard
upscaling routines combining core data measured on plug samples and wireline logs. We conclude
with examples from real case studies to show the value added to core analysis programs by
continuous, high resolution data profiles (Figure 2) and their impact on reservoir characterization
workflows.
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Recorded and Real Time Coring Instrumentation – Bruce Askew
High sample rate downhole electronic data recording is a highly valuable means to conduct detailed
post coring run reviews. Compact data recorders placed above the outer coring assembly and at
the upper end of the inner barrel are able to measure and record at exceptionally high resolution
the different dynamics at their respective position points; multi axial accelerations, RPM,
Temperature and in some cases; pressure, weight-on-bit, torque and tension / compression.
Once downloaded at surface, the data can be interpreted quickly to determine the variance
between the different recorders measurements, whether any detrimental dynamics are noted and
how the downhole parameters compare with the parameters recorded at surface. A rotating inner
barrel measurement for instance is a clear area of concern for core jamming. Immediate review of
coring parameters, core head selection and borehole efficiency losses (WOB / Torque / Hydraulics)
can be considered and altered to enhance performance on subsequent runs / wells in the field. The
future then lays in the development of further refining these measurement devices into reliable
and cost effective real time options.
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Measurement While Coring – Alf Berle
Core drilling provides essential information about rock properties and reservoir potential during
hydrocarbon exploration. However, core collection methods have changed little in the past several
decades and challenges still remain: A conspicuous lack of real-time information; time lag between
drilling and logging; and time-consuming round trips to change between core drilling and
conventional drilling equipment.
Since 2014, CoreAll has been developing a new generation of core drilling tools, the Intelligent
Coring System. The central concept is to provide a fully instrumented core drilling assembly for drill
string conveyed coring operations, complete with real time data transmission to surface. The
current development track comprises Measurement While Coring, designed to deliver formation
and fluid data in real time, and an internal drilling device that will allow on-demand, discrete
interval core sampling without changing the BHA.
Although the principles of downhole measurements and data transmission are well established in
the industry, there are some particular challenges associated with incorporating these solutions
into a core drilling assembly. CoreAll has at this point found solutions to the majority of these
challenges and expects the Intelligent Coring System to reach the commercial stage within the next
year.
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Wherefore art thou Free Water Level? Introducing the HYDROPHILIC probe
- Craig Lindsay
Accurately defining reserves in oil and gas fields is of profound importance to operating companies
as reserves control the value of the asset and therefore constrain its economic viability. A key
uncertainty may be the height the reservoir Free Water Level (FWL). Deeper FWL = more
hydrocarbon and shallower = less. A small change in the height of the FWL may have a very large
impact on reserves.
When oil and gas wells are drilled that penetrate the reservoir FWL it is usually possible to define
the FWL using conventional well logging tool and / or core data. In complex and lower quality
reservoir this may not be the case, and terms such as Oil Down To (ODT) or Water Up To (WUT) are
used to reflect this. In many reservoirs, wells do not penetrate the FWL so there is no way to
accurately define FWL – leaving significant uncertainty with regard to the oil-in-place in the
reservoir and in the recoverable reserves.
In most hydrocarbon columns (Sw<1.0), water is known to exist as a continuous phase – a water
film in the smaller pores / grain surfaces extending from the FWL (where Sw=100%) to the cap rock
above (where Sw=100%). If we could measure the pressure and define the gradient in the water
phase, we could define FWL even when it is not penetrated.

Figure 1: Simplified illustration of pressure gradients and fluid contacts
In the upper part of the hydrocarbon column water is often referred to as “immobile” is due to a
combination of low saturation (<<1.0), low relative permeability and lower pressure than the
dominating over pressured hydrocarbon phase. This water is not truly “immobile”; it is just hard to
move.
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Conventional logging tools measure pressure of the mobile phase – which is water below the FWL
(if penetrated) and hydrocarbon above the transition zone. Pressure measurements at a series of
depths in these zones define the fluid density gradients and where they intersect defines the FWL
(Figure 1). These tools can only measure pressure in the mobile phase – in wells that penetrate only
the hydrocarbon column the Water Gradient and FWL cannot be defined.
The availability of such a tool would enable a hydrocarbon discovery to be appraised for possible
development with much more confidence as the potential reserves are better constrained (derisked). Fields could be developed more intelligently and at lower cost. This presentation
describes the concept, where we are at, and the plan ahead for developing the Hydrophilic probe.
The research is taking place in Scotland funded by Government via the Oil and Gas Innovation
Centre (OGIC).
Presented by Craig Lindsay of Core Specialist Services Limited (development partner) & Trond
Rolfsvaag of Hydrophilic AS (owner / director).
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Efficient Pressure Testing with Full Combinability – Gavin Sibbald

Logging while drilling (LWD) and wireline (WL) pressure testing analysis have been recognized to
collect critical reservoir data from pressure regimes, fluid contacts, and reservoir connectivity to
near-wellbore mobilities. Traditional pretest methods driven by human interactions are likely to
cause inaccurate pressure data. The inconsistent behavior might lead to pressure gradients of large
marginal error and more importantly shrunken pay zone if/when undercalling oil-water contact
determined from gradients. Even when the margin of error is minimal, it can still lead to relatively
long stationary test time, especially in tight, low mobility and gas reservoirs.
In this paper we will present case histories and lessons learned from experience with 304 wireline
formation pressure runs implemented with downhole automation controls. The smart self-learning
operating methods offer reliable performance by improving the accuracy of the pressure and
mobility data as well as reducing the test duration. Six unique pretest sequences were tailored to a
wide variety of geological formations with fluid mobilities ranging from as low as 0.01 mD/cP to
several thousand mD/cP. The platform adapts the formation response from the first drawdown and
intelligently determines the counter-actions governed by the drawdown rate and volume for
subsequent drawdowns in real-time. The test parameters and controls for drawdowns are set
automatically. The closed loop system, where the electromechanical device has the capacity to
react in the time frame required to optimize the data, minimizes tool stationary time and requires
minimal efforts to perform a pretest. It relieves the stringent operational considerations (e.g. tool
sticking and rig time) on data gathering of intensive pretest programs.
Our extensive experience of the artificial intelligence platform demonstrates that the methods
minimize pretest time, ensure accurate measurements in challenging formations and operating
areas, and reduce the risks of sticking and human errors. The platform allows real-time human
interaction to optimize data quality where applicable. This unique combination further enhances
the accuracy and efficiency of formation testing.
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High Quality Formation Pressure Gradients utilising New Data Acquisition and
Analysis Techniques – Bob Engleman

This talk covers Halliburton’s new enhanced probe section that enables the collection and analysis
of high quality pressure gradients at reduced rig time.
We will also cover RDT pressure testing and sampling inlet probe configuration options.
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Spectral Noise – High Definition (SNL-HD) for characterising dynamic reservoir
conditions – Remke Ellis
Fluid movement generates acoustic noise in a range of frequencies and
intensity. The intensity (amplitude) of the noise is directly proportional to flow
rate and differential pressure. The frequency is inversely proportional to the
size, or aperture, of the flow path. For example; flow through large pores generates lower
frequency noise than flow through small pores. This principle enables High Definition Spectral Noise
Tool (SNL-HD) to distinguish between the different sources and pathways of fluid movement.
The SNL-HD panel shows noise data in three dimensions: Depth, Frequency and Amplitude (see
example below). To aid interpretation of SNL-HD, various data processing techniques have been
developed.

SNL Reservoir Characterization:
Active Unit Thickness
For producers this means capturing acoustic
energy associated with the flow of produced fluid
from the matrix / fractures, through cement
channels, perforations and into the well. Viceversa for injectors. Additionally, SNL successfully
constrains limits of active zones out-with
perforation intervals
-

Direct measurement of active layer
thickness even when behind pipe
Identifying water bearing formations laying
out-with perforation interval contributing
to flow via cement channelling
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Sweep Efficiency
For injectors, distinguishing between matrix
and fracture flow (based on frequency and
noise pattern) is useful in understanding the
sweep efficiency of the fluid that propagates
from the wellbore into the formation
-

Crucial for deciding stimulation interval
limits, identifying thief zones, etc.
Target placement of polymers
Post stimulation diagnostics
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A new approach to well completion design, surveillance and
modelling - Edurne Elguezabal
The new wells drilled in a brownfield area of the North Sea needed to target several injectite type
reservoir sections to be economical, which meant that the completion, that was usually stand-alone
screens (SAS), needed to be redesigned to recover remaining reserves coming from all producing
intervals that have already been depleted. Helical designed ICDs were selected and installed to
achieve this purpose for the first time in this development. Since the development is subsea wells,
this meant that PLTs were prohibitively expensive and risky operationally, therefore permanently
installed inflow tracers for downhole surveillance were run in hole with the completion. The inflow
tracers were used to assess the ICD completion performance, compared to its theoretical design
and if it provided additional recovery expectations. To improve reservoir and well modelling, which
included saturation distribution and forecasting, a near wellbore modelling software was used to
incorporate the detailed well completion equipment and estimate well contribution by zone. After
one of year of production, inflow tracer monitoring campaigns were conducted, the model was
updated with production history and matched closely to the quantified results from tracer
responses and also verifying the completion was performing as per design. From a reservoir
management perspective, the interpretation was also found to improve the accuracy of water
break through, in terms of expected time and location along a horizontal completion. Therefore
reducing forecasting uncertainty and updating the model with more reliable estimate of ultimate
recovery for the well.
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Benchmarking wireline sticking risk during sampling operations – Guy
Wheater
Gaia has developed a Cable Protection System (GCPS) to assess and mitigate cable sticking risk
during wireline logging operations; of particular value for formation sampling. An overview of GCPS
defines four components: Wire-Pro modelling software, sticking database & benchmark plots,
wireline standoffs, and petrophysical savvy (for job planning and thrust control).
In this talk we explain the benchmarking process for a given well & run. Several case studies
demonstrate how the risk of cable fishing has been effectively mitigated through GCPS.
We also argue that formation type and wellbore tortuosity should be considered in the design of a
wireline conveyance system. The general trend for more pull (via high tension logging systems) can
exacerbate the cable sticking risk in certain environments.
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Petromac Conveyance System for Wireline Logging – A Paradigm
Change for the Industry – Martin Leonard
Engineered for open-hole, and focused on optimizing log data quality, the Petromac conveyance
system is best in its class.
Petromac have developed a patented conveyance system that enables sophisticated surveying
devices (logging tools) to traverse the most difficult wellbores. The system comprises a wheeled
carrier, or Tool Taxi, that clamps onto the outside of the surveying device, and a guide with a ski tip
that fits into the bottom of the device. Our focus is to revolutionize the logging and analyzing of
wellbores. We provide accurate and detailed information, to descend in situations not penetrable
without the Tool Taxi.
The Tool Taxi is tried and tested around the world, and Petromac are currently operating in the Gulf
of Mexico, Caspian Sea, South China Sea, Kuwait, Ivory Coast and Australasia.
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MaxPull High-Pull Wireline Conveyance System: Expanding wireline
conveyance to all well profiles and environments
while reducing risk – Serko Sarkian
The MaxPull* 30000 high-pull wireline conveyance system from Schlumberger expands the use of
wireline conveyance to all well profiles and environments, which improves efficiency and
significantly reduces rig flat time, cost, and risk, especially for high-pull operations in deep water
and ultra-deep water, whether vertical, extended-reach, or complex trajectory. By fully integrating
all conveyance components—from the surface equipment to the cable and downhole accessories—
the system delivers a complete wireline conveyance solution to 40,000 ft deep or more to avoid
defaulting to conventional on-pipe conveyance. The result is complete and high resolution wireline
data acquisition for fully and accurately characterizing deep water reservoirs while saving millions
of dollars with MaxPull system conveyance.
The MaxPull wireline conveyance system is customized for both high-tension and routine
operations by using the advanced Well Conveyance Planner to forecast logging tensions, provide
optimum conveyance system design recommendations, and determine the associated risk. The
nucleus of the MaxPull system is TuffLINE* torque-balanced composite wireline cable. The recently
introduced TuffLINE 30000 cable is the industry’s strongest and highest-safety cable, with pull
capability up to 30,000-lbf line tension, which is 43% higher than previously possible. Augmenting
the MaxPull system’s capabilities with the UltraTRAC* all-terrain wireline tractor further increases
downhole push and pull in highly deviated wells that were not previously wireline accessible.

